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Introduction
Wal-Mart,

US

operates

4,663

stores

with

187

(http://corporate.walmart.com/ourstory/locations#united-states/illinois).

being

in

Illinois

The Chicago-land Area

is the one of the fastest growing urban markets for new development in Wal-Mart, US. Trying to
break into the urban markets has been challenging for Wal-Mart, Us and as a result of that
challenge, Walmart, had to implement a new growth strategy and change the way we view
“traditional” stores. Wal-Mart, Us reached out our banner company,

the

United

Kingdom.

ASDA

successfully

operates

four

ASDA,

prototypes:

which operates in

Asda

Supercentre

(comparable to our Supercent-er), Asda Superstore (comparable to our Division 1), Asda Living
(comparable to our Neighborhood Market) and Asda Supermarket (comparable to our Express)
(http://corporate.walmart.com/our-story/our-stores/united-kingdom-stores).

When Region 25 (Chicago-land Area), first was challenged with developing a strategic
plan for building, staffing, executing and maintaining the smaller formats in their urban market
they were challenged by a quote from Steve Young which captured Sam Walton’s intense drive
to always challenge ourselves as leaders, as an organization, as a store and as a member of our
community

to

be

better.

“The

principle

is

competing

against

yourself.

It’s

about

self-

improvement, about being better than you were the day before” (Wal-Mart Stores, Inc, 2008, p.

71).
As a Region, we will add 15-25 stores in the next 3 years. These new stores will follow
one of four different store models: Supercenter, Division 1, Neighborhood Market, and Express.

(See Appendix A for the differences and similarities between the four store formats)
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Market and Express proto type are the fore front of expansion in
Express, modeled

after a 7-Eleven convenience

store is just that,

limited amount of everything for your convenience, a one-stop shop for the customer who just
needs a few things at a time. Wal-Mart Neighborhood Market, modeled after the home town
grocery store is a larger selection of groceries with a larger selection of everyday consumable
items and a few of the household
pharmacy,
staying

general merchandise

needs.

Both prototypes have

a full

sell alcohol, feature locally specific items and cater to the community while still

true

to

Wal-Mart’s

culture

and

beliefs

(http://corporate.walmart.com/our-story/our-

stores/united-states-stores).

With each store averaging six Assistant Store Managers

(two on overnights and four

during the day), the growth is tremendous and something we do not have the bench strength to
represent. As we drill down to the leadership structure of Wal-Mart, US, there are significant
leadership

gaps

between

levels

of

middle

management

and

upper

management.

Upper

Management level is made up of Store Managers, Shift Managers, Assistant Store Managers and
Asset Protection Managers. Middle Management is made up of Zone Merchandise Supervisors
and Merchandise

Supervisors. The Upper Management positions are salary while the middle

management positions are hourly. (See Appendix B for a brief explanation of the hierarchy of
Wal-Mart Leadership in Wal-Mart, US).

Wal-Mart,

US

utilizes

Assistant Store Managers.
ASM’s

in

our

an Eight

Week

Training

Program

for their newly

promoted

This training program was developed to better prepare the 30,000

stores

today

(http:/corporate.walmart.com/our-story/working-at-

walmart/opportunity-benefits). Some focus points of this training program include: Overseeing
inventory

flow,

forecasting

and

understanding

scheduling,

conducting

associate

meetings,
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assets,

leading through conflict, mitigate compliance tasks, evaluating associates performance, leading
effective tours, clearly communicating,

understanding the basics of Profit & Loss statement,

control safety risks, delegate using Walmart tools, competently interview and hire new associates
and support fresh operations (http://wireportal.walmart.com/knowledge-center).

Unfortunately,

externally hired ASM’s with a background in leadership or previous management positions fair
better in the ASM role than our internally promoted ZMS’s. With more than 75% of our store
management

teams

starting

as

hourly

associates

(http://corporate. walmart.com/our-

story/working-at-walmart/opportunity-benefits), we cannot afford to provide them with the tools
and training that is needed to be successful and continue to move up the corporate ladder.
Due to the rapid growth of Wal-Mart in the Chicago-land area, store managers are faced
with

a lack

of leadership

in our newly

promoted

Assistant

Store

Managers.

opportunity appears to be with internally promoted Zone Merchandise

The

biggest

Supervisors to ASM’s

who have a 35% turnover rate within their first year as an ASM (http://wireportal. walmart.com).
ZMS’s have been a part of the organizational structure for 4 years in Wal-Mart, US. There has
been a leadership gap identified between the ZMS position and the ASM position in the previous
2 years as more ZMS’s
requirements

is

present

were promoted into ASM
but

the

newly

internal

positions. The tactical portion of the job
promotions

are

lacking

ability

in

their

communication skills and active listening skills. The confidence in their decision making skills
and ability to exercise efficient judgment is also an opportunity. Without confidence in their
decision making ability or their judgment to know right from wrong, their root cause analysis of
problems and their ability to find sustainable solutions continue to be non-existent. These six
main opportunities have led them to struggle with developing their own leadership style. They,
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simply put, do not know what kind of leader they are, what kind they need to be or what kind
they want to be. I propose to bridge the leadership gap with an Eight Week ZMS

Leadership

Training Program.

Body
After identifying the need for a ZMS

Training Plan to fill in the gaps in our bench

strength into the ASM position, I propose an Eight Week Training Plan to focus primarily on the
Two

Main

Leadership

Qualities:

Core

Leadership

and

Adaptive

Leadership.

This

training

program will provide the foundation for the ASM Eight Week Training Plan by introducing these
ideas and techniques into the ZMS’s
action

and

results

organizational

while

justice,

Adaptive

character

and

everyday routines. Core Leadership deals with strategy,
Leadership

is

development.

made
Core

up
and

of

emotional

Adaptive

intelligence,

leadership

will

be

intermingled throughout the eight week program. Some key elements of core leadership that we
are focusing on will be vision to the future of the company or store, planning on a daily, weekly,
monthly basis, decision making and communication and listening, not being afraid to take risks
and agility. Adaptive leadership lessons will focus on self awareness and management through
emotional intelligence, decision fairness and outcome

concern through situational leadership,

integrity and values through getting to know yourself and what type of leader you want to be and
finally

lifelong

learning

and

the

development

of others

through

continued

education

and

constructive feedback. (See Appendix C for an outline of each week of the Eight Week Training
Plan).
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Current Program
Zone Merchandise Supervisors currently receive the same training as our other hourly
positions; computer based modular training and hands on training. The approach taken with
newly promoted ZMS’s seems to be modeled around a sink or swim approach. The computer
based modular training is a list of training modulars that require knowledge tests at the end of
each modular and require a certain percentage correct to pass the modular.

These are great

teaching tools if you are a visual learner and do not have to actually do something to learn it. The
modulars take anywhere between 5-45 minutes to complete depending on the topic or technique
one is trying to learn. Some examples of topics include: Safety, Hazardous Waste Management,
Merchandising, Federal and State Regulations, Alcohol Compliance, Tobacco Compliance and
other elements of our culture and daily functions. Yet nowhere in these modulars does it show or
tell our ZMS’s how to hold productive meetings with their merchandise supervisors or how to
hold someone

accountable

for poor performance.

delegate, handle stress, utilize time management

The modulars

do not show them how to

skills or develop their own leadership style.

These skills are all learned on the job. Wal-Mart, US has not provided a structured training plan
for our ZMS’s to follow or use as a guideline to develop these necessary skills for them to take
their career to the next level while raising the standards within the store.

Wal-Mart

Stores,

Inc (2008)

reminds

us of what

Sam

Walton

had to say in reference

to

leadership:

It’s more important than ever that we develop leaders who

are servants and who are

listening to their partners, their associates and doing it in an exceptional way that they’re
creating wonderful morale so the whole team will accomplish the overall goal. Managers
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who are unselfish and walk the store and listen, the people will respond to...and everyone
smiles and takes care of their customers. The key is leadership and a caring attitude.
Leaders always put their people before themselves. If you want a successful business,
your people must feel that you are working for them-not that they are working for you.
And it should really be that way. (p. 28)

Background and Elements of New Eight Week Training Plan
With the current training plan for the ZMS’s,

I do not feel that we, as a company,

are

giving them all of the necessary tools to be successful. My Eight Week Training Plan will be
utilized in conjunction with the computer based modulars but will be specifically focused on
Core and Adaptive Leadership. Core and Adaptive leadership qualities are the foundation and the
substance to effective leadership. Separately they both exist and can function, but together they
are more productive, more efficient and provide a clarity to the leadership style we call our own.
Some

ZMS’s

will start this Eight Week

Training Plan with solid core leadership skills and

lackluster adaptive leadership skills and vice versa. The key to the success of the training plan is
to educate the ZMS’s on the importance of both sets of qualities, to educate them on when to
utilize which

set and to imbed

in them

a desire to continue

to develop

and

deepen

their

understanding of both sets of skills as they grow as leaders and continue to shape, change and
adapt their own leadership style.

Core Leadership Skills

Core leadership skills are often referred to as the “naturally born” leadership skills. Skills
that are thought of as the foundation of all leadership styles, these are the skills that get people
promoted, the skills that mold our own personal leadership styles and the skills that we use
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everyday. In Leadership 2.0, Bradberry & Greaves relate Core Leadership skills to becoming a
leader: “They won’t make you a great leader on their own, but you can’t do it without them”
(Bradberry & Greaves, 2012, p. 3). Strategy, action and results make up the core leadership
qualities. (See Table 1 for a complete list of components under each set of leadership qualities)
Bradberry & Greaves (2012) introduce Strategy as the following:
To be effective as a leader, you must have the vision to see beyond your competition, the
acumen and planning to implement your vision, and the courage to stand your ground in
the face of doubt or criticism (p. 24).

Every day at Wal-Mart is about strategy. It is constantly a changing situation that involves root
cause analysis, problem solving, and strategy around cleanliness, backroom operations, daily
requirements, daily routines, human resources concerns, customer service and the unknowns that

happen on a regular basis. A key component in being successful in this position relies on one’s
ability to create a solid strategy when it comes to problem solving, associate buy in, creating
sustainable solutions and then being able to reevaluate that strategy if it fails, stumbles or comes
under critique from upper management. Strategy, in terms of Wal-Mart, relates to the vision you
are trying to portray to your associates in regards to a company program, a routine, a daily task, a
greater empowerment or customer service. Acumen is very important to Wal-Mart, with many
facets of our business being intertwined, the ability of a leader to see and understand all aspects
while

maintaining

a grounding

force

that can

connect

the vision

back

to the big picture

opportunities gained by understanding all parts of our business is vital to the leader’s success. As
a ZMS, this individual is responsible for an area or zone of the store which depending on the
store includes 2-6 departments and anywhere from 5-45% of the total sales of the store for a day.
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Being able to say that you know a little about every aspect of your business makes you a viable
expert which strengthens your vision with your associates. Planning is the single most important
aspect of strategy. Failing to plan is a recipe for disaster and has a negative effect on getting your
vision

implemented

and

your

strategy

being

successful.

Planning

is directly related to an

individuals ability to see the vision and their degree of acumen. If a leader has the ability to
provide a clear, concise, well understood vision and has the broad approach to see every degree
of their business then planning becomes easier because the leader can plan for the unexpected,
the unknown, the associates who don’t see the vision or don’t want to follow it and the external

factors that the leader cannot control (ie. Weather, economy). Courage is the glue that holds all
of the above aspects of strategy together. Courage is what gets your associates to follow your
vision, believe in your acumen and execute your plan.

Bradberry & Greaves (2012) provide insight into core leadership skills in terms of courage:
Once people see that a leader is willing to make difficult decisions, challenge the status
quo, rise above adversity, take responsibility for his or her actions, and the like, they see
that it’s safe to follow. People need courage in their leaders. They need someone who can
make

difficult decisions and watch over them. They need a leader who will stay the

course when things get tough (p. 50).

Courage

allows for the vision to be created, the acumen

effective, efficient and solid. Wal-Mart
Winston Churchill:

counts” (p. 93).

to be utilized and the plan to be

Stores, Inc utilizes this impression of courage

from

“Success is not final, failure is not fatal; it is the courage to continue that
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Strategy means nothing without Action. If action does not exist then strategy is just some
words on paper in the form of a vision and/or plan. Action is what makes the vision come to like,
the acumen important and the plan executed. Action consists of decision making, communication
and mobilizing others. Decision making is one of the most important tools in a leaders’ toolbox.
As a ZMS, these middle management leaders are charged with making very important decisions
on a daily basis that affect the lives of their associates, customers and the health of the business.
It can be something as simple as when to go to lunch, what item to feature or something as
important as which applicant do I hire or who do I promote. “As a leader, you are only as good
as your last decision” (Bradberry & Greaves, 2012, p. 60). We, as leaders, are judged by our
decision making skills. It is not impossible for us to make poor decisions every once in a while
but we need to understand when and how we make our best decisions and then replicate that
process as much as we can. This allows us to make the best decision we can for the moment or
the opportunity we are trying to solve. Decision making can be influenced by the vision of the
organization, the knowledge we have of the situation, our experience, the plan we created and
even the advice we sought. It takes courage to make a decision, the ability to put yourself out
there to be judged, critiqued, ridiculed or praised for the effectiveness of the decision. Being able
to make the decision is only half the battle, the other half includes communicating the decision
and getting your associates to believe in the decision. Often we use or hear leaders use the term
“clear as mud” and we laugh and all understand that some ideas and decisions are not effectively
communicated. The reality is that our associates want to do their jobs, they want to perform but
we

often fail them

by not being

able to communicate

those

expectations

to them

clearly.

Communication involves actively listening, being open to others ideas, reading body language,
being able to connect emotionally with your team and making the message as simply as possible.
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All of these techniques of good communication take practice; many are learned behaviors and
ones that we, as leaders, need to be aware of on a daily basis to ensure we are communicating
effectively. “Communication is a dynamic element of leadership that is intertwined in most of
what you do each day”

(Bradberry & Graves, 2012, p. 75). We,

as leaders, communicate

the

decision and we dismiss our troops to implement the decision, but what makes us believe the
decision will get implemented, that our troops are willing and passionate about implementing the
decision? The answer to these questions are in the skill of mobilizing others or influencing them
to believe in the vision of the organization, the decision that was made or the program that needs
implemented.

The

keys

to influencing

your

associates

rely in your

ability to value

your

associates hard work, your ability to spell out the expectations and the timeline in which the
expectations

need

to be

met,

your

honesty

in communicating

regularly

(plans,

struggles,

accomplishments, knowledge and even setbacks), having an open door policy allowing people to
express their thoughts and concerns, earning their respect (being a servant leader) and having
enough self awareness to manage your anger and only get mad on purpose. Influencing your
associates leads to results.

Results are the last element of core leadership qualities. All of the vision and strategy in the
world means nothing without results. Results are what we are measured on, judged on, rewarded
on and scolded on. Results help us take an honest look at ourselves and measure our leadership

efficiency. Quality results, sustainable results, include taking risks, being “results focused” and
being agile. Risk taking is a learned behavior, one that is centered on knowing yourself, your
business and your vulnerabilities. The biggest risk a leader can take is to step outside of their
comfort zone and open themselves up to constructive feedback from their employees, supervisor
and even peers. When this type of risk is taken overcome then the leader gets stronger, their
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leadership gets more effective, their vision clearer, their strategy more invincible and their results
come easily. “Results Focus” refers to the leaders’ ability to keep his/her whole team focused on
the end

result,

communicates

the

final payout,

their ideas

clearly,

the

success.

maintains

“Results

Focus”

a presence

is enhanced

regardless

with

of where

a leader

the leader

is.

communicates often and early on in the process and follows through on their words and actions.
Agility is vital to a calm, cool, confident leader who portrays the strength in adversity that is
needed to lead his/her team to results through change. Change is evident and unavoidable but it
is how we handle change that defines us as leaders. “As a leader, you set the emotional tone for
your people, and if you go running around like the sky is falling every time things change, your
people will do the same” (Bradberry & Greaves, 2012, p. 116).
Adaptive Leadership Skills

Adaptive leadership skills are the skills that set leaders apart from one another, the flair
that helps to guide us in creating our own unique leadership style. “Adaptive leadership is a
unique

combination

(Bradberry

&

organizational

of skills,

Greaves,
justice,

2012,
character

perspective,
p.

7).
and

and

Adaptive

guided

effort that

leadership

development;

very

includes
much

the

enable

true

emotional
substance

excellence”
intelligence,
between

the

structures provided with the core leadership skills.

Emotional
adaptive

leadership

intelligence, often referred to as EQ,
skills.

Emotional

intelligence

is one of the building blocks of the

includes

two

competencies,

personal

and

social. Personal competence is made up of self awareness and self management. You are the only
one who can influence the personal competencies because they both involve being honest with
yourself and being comfortable enough with yourself to open up and get to know yourself better.
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Social

awareness is the ability to perceive the emotions, thoughts and fears in other people. It involves
active listening and observation skills. Relationship management is your ability to effectively
manage the relationships around you by utilizing self awareness, self management and social
awareness. Positive relationship management leads to less stressful situations at work and less
conflict resolution.

Organizational

Justice

is the

second

component

of the

adaptive

leadership

skills.

Organizational justice includes decision fairness, information sharing and outcome concern. All
three parts of organizational justice can be explained in relation to one another. Think of them as
steps leading to execution and results. The first step is decision fairness. Decision fairness is the
leaders’ ability to understand how people perceive fairness and then make decisions within the
fair process. This increases the associates productivity, engagement and satisfaction. The second
step is information sharing. Once the decision has been made and the fairness of the decision is
in tacked the leader is responsible for sharing the information with his/her associates. This
involves sharing the why behind the decision was needed, the way in which the decision was
reached and how the decision affects the associates. The third, and final step before execution
and results, is outcome concern. It is a leaders’ responsibility to think about the outcome of their

decisions.

How

will it affect my

associates,

my

community,

my

business,

my

vision

and

strategy? Outcome concern is also the leaders’ vulnerability to be able to express and show that
concern

to his/her

empowering

associates.

Many

leaders’

have

referenced

body that makes work enjoyable for all employees

organizational justice

as the

regardless of their level of

involvement. Everyone ends their day feeling empowered and satisfied. Who doesn’t want to be
satisfied with work or the relationships that are formed at work?
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Character is the third pilar of the adaptive leadership skills. Character is evident in many
different aspects of our life. Bradberry and Greaves, pg. 205, defined character: “Character is a
cohesive

approach

to

conducting

yourself,

interacting

with

others,

and

representing

the

organization.” As a leader, it is very challenging to represent your organization without being
influenced by your personal morals, values and experiences. In many cases, character is referred
to as being built in challenging situations. The truth is that we, as leaders, build character and
strengthen character every time we make a decision, uphold the values of the organization and
utilize our employees to their full potential. Character in a leader is often measured with the
leader’s

integrity,

credibility and their ability to value

differences.

Integrity in a leader is

simplified, are you able to walk the talk? Do you do what you say you are going to do? Do you
follow through; do your values align with the organization’s values? Is your vision, their vision?
Another way to think of integrity in a leader is consistency. Is the leader consistent with what
they say and their actions? Are they consistent with their vision and aligned it to the company’s
vision, morals and goals? If a leader can answer these entire questions yes, then their employees
see and believe in their integrity. On a day to day basis, the integrity question probably does not
come into play, so being able to recognize when you are being consistent as a leader and when
you are not is a skill that is necessary and learned. Credibility can help your integrity or it can
hinder it as a leader. Often leaders bring their credibility with them from their past experiences,
either as being someone who knows the facts and is rooted in the processes or someone who can
manage the people side of the business. A competent leader is able to leverage their credibility in
both situations and by doing this they are able to increase their integrity in the eyes of their
employees and build better, stronger relationships. The biggest misconception about credibility is
that it is something that can be gained easily by making that big decision or sticking to your guns
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with a tough situation. The truth is that credibility is best built and maintained over time in small
contributions and consistency that allows your team to gain trust in you as their leader. The final
part of character is valuing differences within your organization and employees. Many of us feel
more comfortable surrounding ourselves with employees that are very similar to ourselves but
this does

nothing

to challenge

us.

By

valuing

the

differences

of our

employees,

we

are

challenging ourselves, as leaders, to think outside of the box, come up with new ideas and more
efficient ways of operating. Encompassed in valuing differences is being able to know when to
say that you need help and empowering employees with the skill set that you need to help you
instead of ignoring them or not recognizing their skill level and how it could help you.
Development is the fourth and final part of adaptive leadership skills. It is often the most
overlooked investment but not the least important. For many leaders, it is easy to place a high
level of importance and focus on the development of our employees and our peers around us but
equally as difficult to find time to develop ourselves and our own leadership style. The strength
in our leadership style and ability comes from our internal commitment to ourselves to continue
to develop our skills. The first key to development is a commitment to life-long learning. Many
leaders view failure as a career ending action, while quality leaders view failure as a way to learn
and recreate themselves to be even better and stronger. Failure, when used productively, teaches
us what we did wrong. It shows us how not to act or what decisions not to incorporate. It even
provides us with that all important “gut check” and forces us to take a look at ourselves in the
mirror to find the root cause of our failure and then make the decision to fix it and become better
or ignore

it and

repeat

the

same,

destructive

actions.

The

second

key

to development

is

developing the people around you. Most leaders are taught that this is more of a managerial task.
It is the responsibility of the manager of that department or a separate division that just focuses
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on talent development. These are the kinds of opinions that force leaders to stay stuck in the past
and not advance to their full potential. Engaged leaders think of developing others around them
as their privilege, not a burden. Quality leaders recognize that the more developed your peer
team is, your managerial team, your hourly associate team, the better you will be as a leader. The
easier it will be to implement ideas, challenge everyone’s thought process and truly grow the
business. Developed employees are engaged employees, they are happy employees, they are free
thinking employees, they are quality employees and they want to be led. They thrive on the
advanced thinking, the risks you are willing to take, the vision of the organization. They embrace
change and make it work for the organization. An under developed employee is just the opposite
and can make leading them more challenging, frustrating and less productive.

Eight Week Training Plan
The

Eight

Week

Training

program

for

Zone

Merchandise

Supervisors

has

been

developed around Adaptive and Core leadership skills. The introduction to the training class goes
through, in detail, the differences between core and adaptive leadership, the qualities that are
focused on as well as the fundamental skills needed to improve one’s awareness of their core and
adaptive leadership skills. The idea is not to make one specific mold of leaders but to enhance
the potential that is evident in the individuals nominated

for the training class. Booker

T.

Washington wrote, “Few things can help an individual more than to place responsibility on him
or her, and to let them know that you trust them (Wal-Mart, pg. 16). We, as store managers, have
dedicated

our time

and

energy

into developing

an eight week

training class for our zone

merchandise supervisors, this is our way of saying, we trust you. We are empowering you to
develop your leadership style, to make mistakes and learn from them, to challenge your thought
process, to develop your team and in the process to succeed.
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1

1begins by exploring the topic of Adaptive Leadership in relation to Emotional

Intelligence and unique leadership style. Every participant will be given the book Emotional
Intelligence 2.0 by Travis Bradberry & Jean Greaves. At the back of this book is an assessment
to gauge each participant’s EQ (emotional intelligence) level at the beginning of the class. This
will help us to identify the individual opportunities for each participant as well as acting as a
benchmark at the completion of the eight week training program and the EQ test is repeated to
analyze the growth or stagnant nature of the ZMS

emotional intelligence. After the results are

known, each participant will utilize EQ 2.0 to pick one of the core emotional intelligence skills to
develop first. Usually this skill is the skill that had the lowest score from the assessment. This is
the beginning of their EQ Action Plan. We will spend three days discussing and creating the EQ
action plan for each participant. Each participant will be required to choose an EQ

mentor,

someone from in their life who displays a consistent, high level of emotional intelligence. The
participant will then email their EQ mentor and share the results of their assessment and together
with their mentor,

will come

up with three ways to improve

upon their weakest emotional

intelligence skill. During the classroom discussion, each participant will be required to share
their assessment results, their decision process on choosing an EQ mentor as well as which skill
they are addressing first and how. On the fourth and fifth days, each participant will be required
to complete an online leadership framework self questionnaire from NHS Leadership Academy
(http://www.leadershipacademy.nhs.uk/discover/leadership-framework-self-assessment-tool/).

The NHS

Leadership Academy assessment allows the participants to take a good look at their

own

leadership

core

skills as well

as adaptive

skills and

forces

the participants

to judge

themselves. At the end of the assessment, there will be discussion on overall results and a plan of
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action on which skills need more attention to develop during the eight week training program. At
the end of week 1, the goal is for the participants to start to think outside of the box when it
comes to them analyzing their own techniques, leadership style and approach to their employees,
peers and even supervisors. We

anticipate for a lot of participants to feel overwhelmed

and

shocked with their results. We, as leaders, cannot work on enhancing our leadership style if we
are unaware of how our employees see us, react to us or even how we see ourselves. Being
honest with ourselves about our strengths and weaknesses is the only way to truly leverage our
strengths and grow our opportunities to lessen the gap between the two and become

better

leaders.

Week 2

Week 2 builds on what was learned in week 1 about individual strengths and weaknesses.
The participants will complete a quick review of week 1 and discuss their key take-a-ways and
learning’s from week 1. At the completion of the previous’ weeks recap, the participants will be
required to complete the Myers-Briggs Assessment. The Myers-Briggs Assessment focuses more
on identifying the type of leader we are which can allow us to better understand ourselves as well
as understanding our strengths and opportunities. There are sixteen personality types associated
with MBTI (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator). According to The Myers & Briggs Foundation, here
are the 16 personality types: ISTJ, ISFJ, INFJ, INTJ, ISTP, ISFP, INFP, INTP, ESTP, ESFP,
ENFP,

ENTP,

EST],

ESFJ,

ENFJ,

ENT].

The

letters

are

grouped

into

opposites,

E

(Extraversion) or I (Introversion), S (Sensing) or N (Intuition), T (Thinking) or F (Feeling) and J
(Judging)

or P (Perceiving).

For example,

if a person is an ENTJ:

this means

he/she is E

(extraversion-thinks of the outside world), N (intuition-interpret information you take in and add
meaning), T (thinking-when making decision, you first look at logic and consistency) and J
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(Judging-when dealing with the outside world, you prefer to get things decided and not stay open
to new ideas). The participants will take time to finish the assessment, analyze their results,
define their personality indicator and have a better understanding of what that personality means
when discussing their strengths and weaknesses. After the Myers-Briggs results are discussed,
the participants will spend

one day comparing

the similarities or differences between their

emotional intelligence and their personality type. The facilitator will randomly draw numbers
and create diverse smaller groups with a mixture of personality types and ask them to solve 3-5
situational studies with each personality type taking the lead and explaining their reasoning
behind solving the problem their way. The goal of this exercise is to teach the participants that
there are many ways to solve a problem and just because it is not your way or your idea, doesn’t
mean it is not worth listening to, trying or even fully implementing. This exercise will also force
the participants to leverage their weaknesses and strengths by being able to see which strength or
weaknesses is evident in everyday situations. On the fourth and fifth day, the group will be
spending the entire day discussing routines of the zone merchandise supervisor in relationship to
the routine of the merchandise supervisor and the assistant manager. The preferred outcome is
for the zone merchandise supervisors to be able to identify within their routines opportunities
where they would be utilizing their personality type and emotional intelligence. This continues to
bring awareness to these important aspects of being a leader.

The diversity of the groups will

stay intact throughout this exercise to enhance the need to be able to understand differences
between

leaders. The

groups

will be tasked with conducting

some

research on Wal-Mart's

intranet, which houses all of our intercompany information as well as training materials. WalMart provides a self paced learning series called CRISP.

The CRISP

series is a group of 50

minute exercises that focus on different aspects of leadership. Each group will be required to
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complete one 50 minute exercise on a delegation. The closing discussion and thoughts will
explore the connection between how our personality type and emotional intelligence influences
the way we delegate and follow up to tasks we give our employees.

Week 3

Week 3 continues with adaptive leadership skills and focuses on vision, decision fairness
and outcome

concern.

series that is provided

The zone merchandise
to them

but will be

supervisors will continue to utilize the CRISP
switching

up the groups.

For the new

group

assignment, we will place all of the first born children together, middle children together and last
born children together. The intended outcome of this pairing is to teach the zone merchandise
supervisors how to work with other people by utilizing their emotional intelligence to figure out
why they are struggling with their work relationship and then adapting. Facilitators will be visual
throughout the room providing probing questions to the groups when they seem to stale or
cannot reach a decision on the answers to the CRISP series. The groups will be completing the
exercises for visionary thinking and judgment. At the conclusion of the CRISP series exercises,
groups will be required to discuss the challenges they faced, how they overcame them and what
skills did they use from emotional intelligence and their MBTI personality type. On day three,
we will introduce situational leadership. Using Ken Blanchard’s Situational Leadership model,
the class will be brought back together as one as the facilitator walks them through the definition
of situational leadership and the four styles in which you can be practice. After the participants
decide which style they utilize the most, the facilitator will break the group into smaller groups
based on the styles that are practiced.

Participants will be asked to provide real life work

experiences and decide which style they utilized to address the opportunity, then as a group
decide whether or not the best style was utilized. Also deciding that if a different style would
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have been better utilized then what would the outcome have been and how does that differ to the
current outcome. All four groups will share their thought process on determining the correct style
to use to mitigate the opportunity at hand. The final part of week 3 brings all of the assessments
to the forefront of the discussion, comparing emotional intelligence to MBTI personality type

and showcasing the correlation to the style of situational leadership they are most comfortable
with. The participants will update their emotional intelligence action plans at this point as well as
start a list of opportunities they want to address when they graduate the training by utilizing their
new skills.

Week 4

Week

4 begins

with

a recap

of the three

previous

weeks,

again

pointing

out the

relationship between emotional intelligence, personality type and situational leadership style.
The main topics for week four are communication,

active listening and delegation with sub

topics encompassing body language, non-verbal communication. The majority of leaders have to
focus on communication daily to ensure their message is heard yet communication is the first
skill that leaders often forget to attribute to an idea failing or buy in not getting created. Lack of
communication at work can also provide a frustrating situation that can lead to a decrease in
productivity and efficiency.

The

first task will be to complete

the CRISP

series on active

listening. The next activity will require the participants to break themselves up into smaller
groups, each group will be handed a problem to solve and an activity to complete within a
specified time limit. Both the problem and the activity have to be completed without the use of
words and all communication has to be carried out non-verbally. The group will come back
together and discuss the key take-a-ways from the exercise. The next set of activities will involve
a more sophisticated version of charades. Each participant will be handed a statement, feeling or
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phrase that they have to communicate to the group without using words, drawings or any form of
writing. The group will provide feedback and interpretations as to what the speaker is trying to
convey. The fourth day, each participant will complete the Leadership 2.0 assessment and start
the transition into root cause analysis and sustainable solutions by the way of active listening.
The final day will be spent in group discussions practicing active listening skills, coming up with
sustainable solutions to real work opportunities and understanding the perception of our non
verbal communication with our employees on a daily basis. The facilitator will introduce a 100
day plan exercise, where each participant will come up with a plan of action for the next 100
days on what they want to improve upon, when they are going to improve, in what order will
they address their concerns and what resources will they utilize.

Week 5

After four weeks of training, the participants are going to get a chance to put their new
skills into action during week five. Week five is about utilizing the new skills during real work
experiences and a normal work environment with every day challenges. The participants will be
required to keep a daily journal of their experiences, new skills they utilized and new behaviors
they recognized (whether in themselves, peers, employees or even superiors). The journal will
also include the times they felt challenged, whether it was to make a decision, utilizing a new
skill, putting their emotional
presence.

intelligence awareness

into play or challenging their executive

Success and failures will be required to be recorded so the other participants can

discuss the strengths, the failures and best practices or skills used to turn the failures into success.
After all, a failure you learn from becomes a mistake while a failure that is not learned from gets
repeated. Each participant will be required to spend some time this week working on their 100
day plan. Hopefully, from their experiences back in the store during week five, each participant
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will have enough material to create a solid plan that will initiate significant change within their
leadership style in the next 100 days. The change in their leadership style should lead to an
increase in moral in their area along with productivity and effectiveness. Included in their 100
day plan, each participant will be required to come up with an area improvement plan. This plan
will be a way
individual

for them to stay focused

leadership

style as well

on improving

as their working

their areas through

improving

their

relationship with their employees

and

superiors. Participants will be required to discuss their 100 day plan with their assistant manager
or store manager prior to returning to training for week six. The assistant manager and store
manager

will provide

some

needed

guidance

for the zone

merchandise

supervisors

about

prioritizing, multitasking, execution and results and raising their expectations to meet the busy
demands of the business.

Week 6

Week 6 of the training starts by welcoming back the participants by allowing them to
share some of their experiences from the previous week being in their store. The facilitator will
structure the discussion to include any uses of new skills and whether or not the challenges were
easier

to

solve,

the

relationships

were

better

utilized,

the

communication

was

easier

to

understand or the outcome was more positive. The facilitator would then provide some feedback
from the store managers and assistant managers on the difference or growth that was observed in
the

zone

merchandise

supervisors

participant will complete a CRISP

in the

first four

weeks

of training.

Individually,

series on execution and results. After the CRISP

each

series is

completed, the zone merchandise supervisor will spend the rest of the day revising their 100 day
plan to include

the feedback

from their assistant manager

as well as store manager.

Also

referencing the training in the CRISP series on execution and results, ensuring their plans have
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specific measurements to gauge their results or their struggles. One of the most important things
to learn about the 100 day plan is that it is very much a moving plan. It is adjusted on a daily
basis depending on the conditions of the store, the nature of the business, the gaps identified
within the team or the advancements of the team that were not accounted for. It is the zone
supervisor’s responsibility to move and adapt with the 100 day plan and the demands of the
business.

After

identifying

their

successes

and

opportunities

from

the previous

week,

the

participants will break up into two groups and actively participate in Five Dysfunctions of a
Team workshop. This workshop will provide insight to all members of the group on the true
behaviors within their respective teams at work. It will also provide them with a little bit of
insight on the challenges their assistant manager faces and what they can do to play a more
positive, productive role in their team. The workshop with take place over a two day period with
a facilitator actively participating in each group to ensure the complete benefits of the workshop
are reached and the potential is extracted maximizing

the take-a-ways

for each participant.

Following the workshop, the focus will switch to judgment when faced with a choice between
big picture thought process and individual area’s selfishness. The facilitator will take the group
through each perspective in relation to the skills that have been learned up to this point and
demonstrate that it is not a one or the other approach but rather a change in thought process that
will allow the zone merchandise

supervisors to achieve both. The ultimate goal for a zone

merchandise supervisor is to be able to run a profitable, well lead individual area within a larger
total box that is an enhancement

of the individual area in terms of profitability, efficiency,

morale, accountability and leadership. The individual area should share the same core vision and
uncompromising expectations as the total box. Participants will spend a little time at the end of
the week updating their action plans from the emotional intelligence, myers-briggs, situational
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leadership and leadership 2.0 assessments to determine if everything is still relevant or does it
need to be enhanced, made to be more challenging or even less challenging depending on the
progress of the participant. Week 7 is about bringing everything together and finding the balance
between all of the information that has been received. It’s great that we were able to provide all
of the zone merchandisers this knowledge but what happens if we do not teach them how to
apply it or even interpret it? Nothing happens, no sustainable change is implemented, the root
cause analysis is worthless and the strategy to improve is lost. So, those are the three things we
will focus on for week seven: root cause analysis, sustainable solutions and strategy.
Week 7

As discussed at the end of week 6, week 7 begins with by re-familiarizing ourselves with
our Myers-Briggs assessment results. We will take the time to digest the literal meaning of each
characteristic and relate them to root cause analysis, sustainable solutions and strategy. This will
allow the participants to see the relationship between the three topics of discussion this week. As
a group, the participants will discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each personality type when

it comes to root cause analysis, sustainable solutions and strategy. This will help the participants
see that as a leader, you can have one dominate personality trait but at times you will have to be
able to adapt
supervisors

and

utilize

will complete

a different personality
the CRISP

type.

Individually,

series on decision making.

important when trying to find the root cause of a problem.

the zone

Decision

merchandise

making

is very

Often times there will be many

possibilities for why something did not get executed but it is the leader’s responsibility to be able
to decide which option is the most plausible. As a group, we will discuss the tasks, visions and
programs the zone merchandise supervisors want to correct, refocus or implement in the next

100 days based on their 100 day plans. We will be using real work challenges to showcase the
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differences in the different personality types and to reinforce the ability to be flexible with your
leadership style for different situations. After we finish with the 100 day plan, the participants
will be allowed some free time to update their progress from the previous assessments’ action
plans. The rest of the week will be spent on crisis management and stress reduction. In this
position, there are a lot of responsibilities and with many responsibilities comes stress. There are
two kinds of stress, eu-stress and dis-stress. The participants will learn the difference between the
two kinds of stress and when each kind of stress is useful and helpful. The reality is that stress
will always exist; the key is to know how to identify it, manage it and work through it. We, as
humans,

need

stress

to keep

us

focused

sometimes.

When

discussing

stress

and

how

to

effectively manage stress, the participants will be referred back to their emotional intelligence
book, assessment results and action plan. Eu-stress can force a person to be very focused and
productive while dis-stress can cause harm to the body, cause a person to lose focus and in turn
become

very

unproductive.

Managing

stress

is

directly

related

to

a person’s

emotional

intelligence by bringing awareness to the situations that enhance stress and providing techniques
that limit or deal with the effects of stress on the mind and body. Crisis management will provide
the lessons for the last day of class for week 7. One cannot talk about crisis management without
covering stress and the affects of stress, due to much of the success with crisis management is the
person’s ability to handle stress and still perform. Participants will be asked to take the GLMS,
Wal-Mart’s intranet house of all our computer based learning modulars, series on Respect for the
Individual, Event Management and Emergency Procedures. These three categories of computer
based learning will provide the foundation to successfully handling crisis management.

The

afternoon will be utilized with role playing activities and high performance, high pressure tasks
to truly test the participants’ ability to prioritize, communicate, actively listen, delegate, follow
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up, execute and stay calm during stressful situations. As a leader, your employees are looking to
you to model the behavior that you want them to display. If you are unable to handle stressful
situations or crack under the pressure of crisis management then your team will exhibit similar
behaviors. Much of leader is shaping the behavior and attitudes of your employees, keeping them
engaged and excited about work and stressful filled situations can take all of the excitement and
engagement out of your employees.

Week 8

On the final week of class, participants will retake all of the assessments they participated
in during the first three weeks of class. The zone merchandise supervisors will complete the new
assessments in the morning

session and then review and revisit the results in the afternoon

session. Each participant will be given one hour at the end of the day to analyze their new results
and identify the top positive change from each assessment and the top negative change from each
assessment. On the start of the second day of week eight, the participant will partake in a group
discussion around the positives and negatives in their new assessment results. Comparing with
each other and brainstorming to figure out what went well and what did not go so well and then
how to maintain the success when they return to a non-controlled environment and the everyday
challenges of work get in the way. At the beginning of the eight week program, based on the
results

of the

merchandise

first round
supervisors

of assessments,
up with

the

an Assistant

store
Store

managers
Manager

paired

each

of their

zone

to act as their mentor.

The

facilitator invited the mentors and the store managers to class for the third day of the week. At
this point, they become the audience as each participant gets up and tells the group about their
leadership style. Each participant is required to discuss, in detail, the results of their assessments,
how they relate and influence each other, their 100 day plan and plan of actions to address any
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opportunities as well as what they feel has been the most influencing part of the eight week
~ program. Each store manager and assistant manger sponsor will have some time to meet with
their zone

merchandise

presentation,

the

supervisor to provide

expectations,

any

feedback

questions

and/or

on the topics

concerns

from

discussed
the

zone

during the
merchandise

supervisor and set up weekly touch base sessions for the first two months following the program,
bi-weekly for months three and four after the program and one time per month for the fifth and
sixth month

after the programs

completion.

This

should provide the support,

structure and

guidance the zone merchandise supervisors need to be successful. The final day will be filled
with guest speakers and a panel discussion; speakers who have once been in the hourly position,
speakers who have held various leadership responsibilities and roles with Wal-Mart as well as
other companies. The first guest speaker is Kaitlin Wolfe. Kaitlin is the Director of Operations
for the Chicago-land Area, recently promoted to this position, Kaitlin was previously the Market
Manager

for Market

Manager

for the Midwest

269

(Northwest
Division.

Chicago)

and before that the Divisional

Merchandise

Our second guest speaker is Cedric Clarke.

Cedric has

recently moved back to the Chicago-land area where he was the Director of Operations for the
Chicago-land Area in 2010. He accepted a promotion to Regional General Manager in Utah in
2010

and has recently accepted the position of Regional

General

Manager

for Region

25,

Northern Illinois. Our third guest speaker is Melissa Rosenthal. Melissa is currently the Store
Manager for Store #2816, Niles, IL. Melissa runs a focus store outside Chicago, IL in a metro-

urban community.

Melissa’s

store posts top line sales for her market

while

contributing

a

majority of her market’s bottom line. Melissa is in her 4™ year as a store manager. She places a
high level of importance on teaching and training her associates. Melissa has been successful in
promoting her hourly associates through the ranks and up to Shift Manager. Our panel discussion
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will take more of a roundtable approach, utilizing a new group of leaders. The panel will consist
of six associates; one high potential zone merchandise supervisor, one store manager, one shift
manager, one assistant manager, one hourly associate and one department manager. The idea
behind the diverse panel is to provide the zone merchandise supervisors with every level of
influence

they may

have.

We

everyone

they

come

in contact

with

level

provide

communication

may
to

a new

want

and

them

to understand
on

a daily
for

an

how
basis.

open

their leadership

style affects

This

the

lines

and

learning

ended

will

open

discussion

of

environment.

Conclusion

At the end of the eight week training program, each zone merchandise supervisor should
be able to answer three questions: Who am I, as a leader? What do I stand for, as a leader? How

am I going to make my organization and my employees better because of my abilities as a
leader? The participants will have a solid understanding of their roles within Wal-Mart, US as
well as how these skills can help them
leadership

in their personal lives outside of Wal-Mart.

qualities translate into positive influences

on someone’s

Many

life as well as on their

behavior.

Who

Am

1

People ask themselves this question multiple times per day, but there is nothing more
frustrating and unrewarding than if you cannot answer this question. Who we are as a leader has
a lot to do with our core qualities. These skills are foundational skills, skills that leadership styles
are built on. The core leadership qualities include strategy, action and results. If you sit back and
think about your professional

experience,

nothing

gets accomplished

without a strategy for
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action in acting on the strategy and results to ensure the strategy is executed.

results, nothing

would

be accomplished.

We

would

not have

any benchmarks

to

measure our successes against or even to judge our failures and then learn from them. Many
people believe strategy to involve just making a plan. These people would be wrong. Strategy is
a mixture of having a vision, getting your employees to buy into that vision, planning the
execution of the vision and then actually have the courage to execute the vision. As a leader, the
vision is everything. It is the start of the future, the start of a new beginning or a new chapter for
your organization. It can be as simple as the vision for the day but also as complex as the
financial budget for the next year. The vision is worth nothing if your employees are not willing
to follow you and implement the vision. Your employees need to believe in the vision, believe in
you as their leader and believe in the company. If there is any doubt then the validity and the
strength of the vision is in jeopardy. A shaky vision leads to poor results. As a zone merchandise
supervisor, it is important to know your audience and to know how they will receive a message.
Most zone merchandise supervisors in Wal-Mart, US currently are not aware of their emotional
intelligence and due to that have very little self awareness. They do not know how to speak to
employees, how to recognize them, how to work through the pressure and still get results. The
majority of current zone merchandise supervisors are not very comfortable with creating a vision
nor do they know how to create buy in for their vision. Some are scared, nervous and afraid to
fail and others are simply just not capable yet to enhance their global thought process enough to
create a vision for their areas. After my eight week program, the confidence level of each zone
merchandise supervisor will grow, their ability to create a vision for their area of responsibility
will be evident and the trust their employees have in their abilities will become greater. The
deeper the trust, the more buy in a leader receives. As a leader, your employees need to be able
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After being able to

create a vision, we must make sure we are planning for the execution of the vision. A vision that
does not get executed is just a failed thought. Planning becomes very important to ensure the
vision is executed. Planning also takes into consideration any obstacles that could hinder the
vision from being completed.

Every good strategy is only as good as the action that follows. Strategy is just a plan
unless someone acts on the plan and for the plan to be acted upon; a decision has to be made.
Decision making is an underrated skill for current zone merchandise supervisors. Most zms’s are
not able to make a decision because they have not been challenged enough to enhance their
thought process and they do not feel comfortable in their decision making process. Once the
leader makes the decision, communication follows. Leaders need to be able to communicate to
the employees who the decision affects, the employees who have to implement the decision and
on occasions to their supervisors. Leaders are the influencers; they are the persuasion between
productivity and non productivity, employees enjoying their job and taking pride in it and the
employees not being invested in the company or the vision. When implementing a new strategy,
it is the leaders’ responsibility to keep the employees motivated and bought into the vision and
task at hand.

Who I am as a leader is often judged by results. A leader who has the best visions, most
thought out plan, perfect implementation and all the employees are motivated means nothing if
the vision is not sustainable or executed and the desired results are not achieved. Results separate
us

from

other

advancement.

leaders,
Results

results
are what

separate
we

us

from

all get paid

non-leaders,

results

for. In the terms

are

the

of a zone

reason

for

merchandise

supervisor, results keep their customers coming back day after day and choosing to shop with us.
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A confident zone merchandise supervisor sees the benefits from taking some risks to achieve
results, thinking outside the box on implementation techniques. They also maintain their focus
on the end result throughout the whole process and in some cases the end result actually help to
shape the vision and the plan. Leaders who are successful in achieving results are very adaptable
and are able to adjust and continue to challenge themselves after their initial goals are met.
What do I stand for

There are two components of adaptive leadership that help to shape what you stand for as
a leader. The first one is character and the second one is organizational justice. Character is a
broad term that includes your previous experiences, your past leaders, integrity, how well your
employees trust you and can you pull everyone together regardless of backgrounds or ideas.
Leaders who are seen with a higher level of character are challenged daily but still manage to
keep their stress level down and focus on the task at hand while executing. Zone merchandise
supervisors will have to build their credibility with their team or work to rebuild their credibility.
The best way to achieve this is to work on being transparent with your team, show them, tell
them and reinforce with them what you are about as a leader. This increases your credibility and
earns you respect which helps to increase your employees buy in. Practicing good organizational
justice will increase your credibility. Organizational justice is about being fair, caring about the
outcome of your decision and in some cases using that emotional connection to make a better
decision. When a new leader, an old leader or a leader who is reinventing themselves looks for a
starting point, character and organizational justice are two of the most important skills of any set
of leadership
components

qualities
the

make

and

should

up

the

be

adaptive

two

skills

leadership

that

are

skills

uncompromising.
are

emotional

The

last two

intelligence

and

development. These two are more of personal development and enhancement as opposed to team
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enhancement. When a leader takes the time to invest in his or her own development, the team
benefits because the leader is better equipped to handle any situation. As a zone merchandise
supervisor,

emotional

communicating.

intelligence

Leaders who

is

very

important

because

have high levels of emotional

it lays

the

foundation

for

intelligence are better at stress

management which leads to an increase in execution under stress. Zone merchandise supervisors
encounter a high stress level on a daily basis as well as needing to communicate with upwards of
20 people and the better they are at managing their own emotional intelligence the easier it will
be to communicate with the necessary people. It is also important for a leader to be humble and
continue to embrace a dedication to learning. We, as humans, learn from each other on a daily
basis. Leaders can also learn from each other. Zone merchandise supervisors need to continue to
develop themselves and make changes to their individual leadership style. The most effective
skill a leader has is the ability to adapt to different situations and different people because not
every

leadership

style will work

for every

situation.

Leaders

who

dedicate

themselves

to

continued development stand for a career of teaching and training. Employees tend to value a
leader who is a servant leader and one who is willing to work with the employees and not work
against them.

How am I going to make my organization and Employees Better
As new leaders of this company, the zone merchandise supervisors are representing a
company that has 50 years of enriched culture, social accountability and continued growth and
success. Their ability to lead is the foundation that will ensure Wal-Mart, US experiences another
50 years of success, enhanced culture and a larger footprint on environmental issues. Wal-Mart
US actively adheres to this philosophy, “The speed of the pack is determined by the pace of its

leader” (p. 55). We

have prided ourselves as choosing

leaders who

are visionaries, people
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oriented, results driven, environmentally responsible but most importantly, they are easy to
follow.

A

leader

who

is

charismatic,

trustworthy,

honest

and

truly

believes

in

his/her

organization will be the leader who experiences the most success. Wal-Mart, Us prides ourselves
on being rooted in the culture of our three basic beliefs: respect for the individual, service to the
customer and strive for excellence. The zone merchandise supervisor position was created to
embody these three basic beliefs by practicing servant leadership, developing their leadership
style and striving to exceed our customers’ expectations. Below are a couple of quotes that sum
up our leadership style and expectations inside Wal-Mart, US, “Your people will only treat your
customers as well as they are being treated; thus to have satisfied customers, they must be served
by a caring leader” as stated by Wal-Mart, Us (p. 25). Wal-Mart, Us also has this to say, “As a
leader, you are not only responsible for yourself but for the performance and results of the people
you lead.” (p.35)

The eight week program designed to enhance the leadership qualities and consistency of
the zone merchandise supervisors is a hybrid training between book work, group discussions and
real life work experience. This program is designed to force the zone merchandise supervisors to
be honest with themselves, to admit they are not perfect and to arm them with the tools they need
to be successful. We have created an environment that will foster their creative juices and help
them to come up with solutions that are out of the box thinking, cutting edge implementation and
set up for execution through results. We also help to provide them with a lot of clarity on what
exactly their role is within the company, the store, the management level and then also on a
customer stand point. At the end of the program, the zone merchandise

supervisors will be

expected to be able to find the connection between any position at Wal-Mart and enhancing the
customer’s experience which leads to more sales, better profit and an increase in foot traffic. All
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zone merchandise supervisors will have to come to an understanding that non of the tools learned
in this training plan is automatically going to make them a better leader. They will have to want
to put in the time, want to put in the effort and commit to furthering their development which
enhances the stores talent pool and could also lead to promotions and a higher level of success.
The zone merchandise supervisors will graduate the program with a brighter outlook on the daily
expectations they carry around with them.

These expectations include anything from feature

planning to executive presence to customer service to no out of stocks. As the zone merchandise
supervisors get more comfortable in their role, and then the assistant manager and store manager
can slowly introduce new tools, more operational tasks and also challenge them on a people, HR,
level with training and cross training and skill placement.

I believe the eight week training

program provides the necessary awareness on the essential leadership skills that are needed to
further anyone’s career but in particularly the zone merchandise supervisors. There role is strictly
to make decisions about features, own the customer service, plan the presentation and theme of

the store and control every item’s instock you can control while maintaining the necessary levels
of inventory. In a sense, they are training to become assistant store managers. The only way for
them to be successful assistant store managers is if they are exposed to and educated on the core
leadership skills and the adaptive leadership skills. As well as being able to see the similarities
and the strings attached to every aspect of the daily expectations they have to adhere to. If the
zone merchandise supervisors graduate from the eight week training program, they should be
promoted

to an assistant

store manager

within

six months.

“People

want

to know

what's

expected of them and they want to do a good job; coach and lead them so they are successful” as
stated by Wal-Mart, US and that is what this eight week training program does. It coaches and
leads the zone merchandise supervisors to success.
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Appendix A

Differences and Similarities of Store Formats

Express
* Up to 20,000 square feet
Created in 2011 tin urban and rural
areas with limited access to larger stores
Offers limited amount of consumables,
food, full pharmacy, limited general

merchandise
Management Team consists of 1 Store
Manager, 2-4 ASM's

Employess between 50-75 hourly

Supercenter
* 150,000 to 200,000 square feet.
e Carries full range of consumables,
apparel, food and general merchandise
¢ Employees between 300-400 hourly
associates
* Management Team consistes of 1 Store
Manager, 2-4 Shift Managers and 6-10
ASM's

associates

Neighborhood

Market

Division 1

Up to 45,000 square feet

* 50,000 to 150,000 square feet

Created in 1998 as an o ption for
communities who are food deserts

e Carries a full range of consumables,
apparel and general merchandise.

Offers full pharmacy, consumables,
food, limited general merchandise

* Limited range of fresh food

Management Team consists of 1 Store
Manager, 2-6 ASM's
Emplpyees between 75-125 hourly

associates

Employees between 100-300 hourly
associates
Management Team consists of 1 Store

Manager, 2-4 Shift Managers and 6-10
ASM's.
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Appendix B

Heirarchy of Wal-Mart Management

Upper Management
+ Store Managers/Shift Managers
* Assistant Store Managers/Asset
Protection Managers

Middle Management
* Zone Merchandise Supervisors
* Merchandise Supervisors
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Appendix C

Outline by week of the Eight Week Training Plan

Week 1: Topic: Adaptive Leadership — Emotional Intelligence and Leadership Style
-Complete Emotional Intelligence Assessment, Complete Emotional Intelligence
Action Plan to address opportunities
Complete Leadership 360 Test with Action Plan based on scores
Complete Round Table discussion on impact of quality leadership, difference of
the scores and ways to impact the scores
Come up with a list of daily activities to improve based on working on
opportunities identified in the assessments

Week 2: Topic: Adaptive Leadership — Strengths/Weaknesses, Leveraging Abilities
Complete Myers-Briggs Assessment
Compare results to Emotional Intelligence Scores

Deep dive into Routines for ZMS (identifying opportunities to practice leadership
skills)
Deep dive into training materials provided by Wal-Mart

-Introduce group to CRISP Series. Completing Delegation activity
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Week 3: Core and Adaptive Leadership — Vision, Decision Fairness/Outcome Concern
Complete CRISP Series for Visionary Thinking, Judgment
Discuss Ken Blanchard's Situational Leadership Model
Compare Situational Leadership Model with results of Emotional Intelligence
assessment and Myers-Briggs assessment
Update Action Plan's and opportunities

Week 4: Core and Adaptive Leadership — Delegation, Communication/Active Listening
CRISP Series on active listening
Information session and group discussion on Body Language and non-verbal
communication

Reference Ken Blanchard's Situational Model
Complete Leadership 2.0 Assessment with action plan
Group Listening Activities and group discussions on effective communication with

role playing to ensure comfort
Begin discussing root cause analysis and sustainable solutions by incorporating
active listening skills

Week 5: Core and Adaptive Leadership — Put it into Action
Implementation of new skills learned by completing daily activities
Required to keep a log of skills used, times challenged, successes and failures

Discuss 100 day plan and the different uses for the 100 day plan
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Complete a 100 day Leadership/Area Improvement plan for individual area of
responsibility

Week 6: Core Leadership — Vision, Planning
CRISP Series, 100 day strategic plan
Big Picture vs Individual Area Discussion
Read and participate in Five Dysfunctions of a Team
Feedback from wk 5, Put into Action results

Reference Action Plans for Assessments taken in wk 1-2

Week 7: Core Leadership — Root Cause Analysis, Sustainable Solutions, Strategy
Myers-Briggs Assessment for leveraging strengths and weaknesses
CRISP Series for Decision Making
100 Day strategic, leadership plan
Update Action Plans from previous assessments
Crisis Management exercise

Week 8: Core and Adaptive Leadership — Review
Update on Action Plans for all Assessments completed in previous weeks
Updated 100 day strategic, leadership plan
Role playing to test skills that have developed and grown during the 8 week
period
Guest Speakers:
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Kaitlin Wolfe, Director of Operations, Chicago, I
Cedric Clarke, Regional Vice President, Region 25, Chicago, II

Melissa Rosenthal, Focus Store Manager,

WM #2816, Niles, II
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Core and Adaptive Leadership Qualities
Leadership Set
of Skills
Core

Adaptive

Strategy
Emotional
Intelligence

Action

Results

Organizational | Character | Development
Justice
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